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The unemployment rate dropped to 4.6% in November, its lowest
level since May 2007 (Chart 1). It was 4.4% back then, which also
happens to be the cycle-low for the November 2001-December 2007
expansion. As such, the current jobless rate is historically low, but
the labour market is not historically as tight. There is more slack
than the unemployment rate alone portrays, which is one reason why
wage inflation has not been accelerating in a consistent fashion.
However, we might not be too far away from this juncture.
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Broader measures of labour market slack have been improving. For
example, the U-6 labour utilization rate also accounts for people
working part-time for economic reasons and those having stopped
looking for work but are still willing to resume doing so (a.k.a.,
marginally-attached workers of which discouraged workers are a
subset). The U-6 rate dropped to 9.3% in November, its lowest level
since April 2008 (Chart 2). The low last cycle was 7.9%, but at least
it’s now tracking below its historic median (9.7%).
Our in-house measure of labour market slack had recently been
more range-bound but the preliminary reading for November
appears to have broken out, now at its lowest level in more than 8½
years. For each of 16 slack-related indicators (Table 1, next page),
we calculate the divergence (in standard deviations) between the
current level and the average level from mid-1990 to late 2007
(covering two complete business cycles before the Great
Recession). The average divergence among the 16 indicators is our
summary measure of slack. Zero denotes full employment, a
positive reading suggests slack, and a negative figure means
workers are in short supply. The current reading of +0.3 suggests
only a small margin of slack exists in the labour market, a far cry
from the 2009 peak of +3.7 (Chart 3).
Among the major wage measures (Chart 4), average hourly earnings
increased 2.5% y/y in November, which was down from the near-7
½-year high of 2.8% in October. Note that this wage metric is often
distorted by compositional shifts; if all workers received 3% wage
gains this measure would show something slower if job growth
shifted to lower-paying positions. The other major measures are not
influenced by these compositional shifts.
The Atlanta Fed’s Hourly Wage Tracker increased 3.9% y/y in
October, up from 3.6% in September and posting the fastest pace in
nearly eight years. The Employment Cost Index increased 2.3% y/y
in Q3, which was the same clip as in Q2. This, in turn, is the second
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fastest pace in nearly eight years, bettered only by a 2.6% print in
2015 Q1.
It’s noteworthy that the above-mentioned measures of wage
inflation and labour market slack are at (or were recently at)
comparable multi-year extremes. This consistency argues that the
relationship between diminishing labour market slack and
accelerating wage inflation, also known as the Phillips curve, is
alive and well. The severity of the Great Recession and hesitancy of
the recovery served to muddle this relationship. But, this muddling
seems to be ending.
Interestingly, with the newly-elected Administration and Congress
poised to pursue stimulative fiscal policy, GDP and the demand for
labour should both get a boost. But this is going to happen at a time
when the labour market will be even tighter than it is now, likely
emphasizing the connection between slack reduction and wage
acceleration going forward. Meanwhile, an anti-immigration policy
bias could constrain the supply of labour, accentuating the slack
reduction-wage acceleration dynamic even more.
Bottom line: While there is more wage-dampening slack in the
labour market than the unemployment rate portrays, there is not a lot
left. For example, if we simply track the pace of improvement over
the past two years, our in-house slack metric would be flashing
full employment by next summer—well before any major fiscal
stimulus package kicks in.
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Table 1

BMO Labour Market Slack Measure
United States — November 2016

(standard deviations¹)

Source Indicator
BLS

Deviation1

Official Jobless Rate (U3)

-0.82

Long-term Jobless Rate (≥ 27w)

2.20

Participation Rate, ages 25-54

4.25

Job Openings Rate

-2.43

Job Hires Rate

1.90

Job Quits Rate

-0.14

Marginally Attached Workers

1.17

Part Time for Economic Reasons

0.22

Employment Rate, ages 25-54

1.60

Average Weekly Hours

1.76

Unemployed-to-employed Flow

-0.01

CB

Jobs Plentiful

-0.17

Jobs Hard to Get

-0.33

NFIB

Plan to Hire in 3 Months

-0.55

Not Able to Fill Positions

-1.48

Insured Unemployment Rate

-1.94

Average of 16 Indicators

0.33

DoL

¹ Number of standard deviations between current level and
mean level from June 1990-Dec. 2007; Positive = below full
employment, negative = above full employment
Sources: BMO Economics, [BLS] Bureau of Labor Statistics, [CB]
Conference Board, [NFIB] National Federation of Independent
Business, [DoL] Department of Labor
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